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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF A NEW DIGITAL PARTIAL DISCHARGE
RECORDING AND ANALYSIS SYSTEM

P. von Glahn. and R. J. Van Brunt
National Instituteof Standardsand Technology

Gaithersburg.MD 20899

analysis software capable of recording PD signals in real tim(
and performinga complete stochastic analysis of the recorde(
data. For purposes of iIluslration. we present data on Po.
induced aging of epoxy discussed in our previous worlc[tl.
12]. In the following section. the architecture and operatior
of the new digitizating and recording systems are described
After a description of the experimental configwation. ~
comparison is made between data recorded simultaneousl~
with the new digital system and the older analog analyzer
The results of several new types of analysis are presentee
demonstJatingtypical resultsobtainable with the new system.

Di~itizerDescription

Abstract

We describe the design and performance evaluation of a new
digital partial discharge (PD) recording system capable of
real-time recording of PD pulse bains for later off-line
computerized.stochastic analysis. The new recording system
consists of a custom two-channel PD digitizer coupled ro a
new l6-bit parallel digital interface installed in a personal
computer. The digitizer is under software control with the
resulting data being stored in binary files on the computer's
hard disk. Since posHest analysis software run on the
computer provides the needed stochastic analysis of the data
files. the new system offers a unique capability ro perform
stochastic analysis on non-stationary PD data such as found
in aging studies. By way of iIIustJation.measurements were
made of the time-varyingstochastic behavior of ac-genel3ted
PDs in point-to-dielectricgaps in air where the insulation
material was cast epoxy with aluminum oxide faller. ex-
tending the work reported previously. Sample analysis
results are presented. demonstJating that the new system
providesanalysis resultscomparable with the results achieved
by the existing NIST analog PD stochastic analysis system.
Sample stochastic analysis results are presented demon-
strating the additionalinsightspossible with the new system.

Introduction

With the adventof high-speeddigital logic and computers. it
was natural to apply these ro the measurement of partial
discharge signals. By the mid 19705. a number of authors
had reported using digital processors to acquire and process
PD signals in real time. mostly in the form of pulse-height
analysis [1-3). By the late 19805.computer processingofPD
data to determine phase-resolved PD signatures had
supplanted the earlier analysis techniques [4-5). Coupling a
high-speed personal computer with custom digital data
acquisition system for real-time recording and post-test PD
analysis using both phase-resolved PD signatures and neural
networks was a logical next step in the development of digital
PD analysis technology[6-8]. In the early 19908.Van Brunt
recognized that PD is a non-Marlt.ovian point process.
requiring more sophisticated analyses to understand the
physical basis of the phenomenon than could be
accomplished with existing PD measurement systems [9].
This led to the development of a sophisticated real-time
analog PD stochastic analyzer (10). Van BrunI's analyzer
allowed direct measurementof various conditional PD phase
and amplitude distributions which can be used ro p.ainnew
insights intoPD behavior.

The present wode documents a new digitizer with attendant

· Faculty member, DepL of Physics and Astronomy. Delaware State
University, Dover, DE 19901.

The PD Digitizer and Recording System (PDRS) consists O!
two parts: a digitizer connected to an interface card installe<
in an expansion slot in a personalcomputer (pc). The PDR~
digitizes a PD pulse stream as a series of 16-bitwords whicl
are recorded on the PC's hard disk. The polarity. amplitude
and time since the last positive-going zero..crossingof the
applied alternating voltage are recorded for each pulse. /
word corresponding ro each zero-crossing is also recorded
A 5-bit record number included within the amplitude ant
zero-crossing words allows multiple records to be storec
within one data me; the record number is loaded into the
digitizer by software in the PC. Figure 1 shows two con
secutive. randomly~selected.cycles of PD data reconstructo
from the digitized information given in Table I. Table I
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Figu I. Sample PD signal for two suc:cessive. nndomIy-sc1c:cted. c:ycles (
app1ied voltage.

Table I. Sunple digitizer 4bIa corresponding to FJI. 1 in heucIecim:
notation. Fint c:oIwnnis address within data fde. Zcro-aouings underlined

000100. UOc 2108 llU .03c 0112 .065 013. .00
000110. 017. U82 2109 U96 2115 .2a8 2128 Uc7
000120. 210e .2d3 212. .2de 210c .2e9 210c .2C.
000130:2121 .2ff 2l0c .30b 2l0e 010 2122 .31c
OOOUO. 210a 026 2112 .332 212a 03b 2109 .3U
000150: 2113 055 2135 05e 2118 070 2121 07e
000160: 2127 .38d 2126 095 210b Oa5 2116 Oad
000170: 2122 .3df 2113 llU .05c 013b .078 0123
000180. .Oc9 OUc .Oed 0133 un 2105 .287 210e
000190. .29a 210f .2ad 211b .2b7 2108 .2c5 210a
0001aO. .2ca 2116 .2da 211b Ue5 211b .2f8 211a
0001bO: .300 2122 .30d 210e 016 2112 020 2136
0001cO: 02c 2118 .338 2128 on 2115 .350 212a
0001dO. 057 210c .367 211a 075 211f 07c 212a
0001eO. n8e 210e .399 2125 .3bO 2116 .3c. 21U
ooOlfO:nee 210c llU .059 0139 .Oac 0157 .Od7



Table IL Di&itizer reconIecI data format in binary uad heucIecim81 notatioo.

(nm: S~ record number; : 8-bit p.dse amplitude; p...p: 13-bit p.dse
fbue; K...x: nncIomdata)

Binary Heudecimal Meaning
OOOnnr ..........
00l~rrrr ........01'->__OUrrrrr""""""'"

Po.iei.. pul.. .-plieude
Neq.d.. pul.. .-pUeude
Pha..
Zero-c:ro..ing .ulcer

Or..- lr..
2r.. - Jr..
4pw - - Spppera - 7ra

Phase
Ref. zeD

Neg
Gate

Figure 2. Block di8gran\ U digitizer (AID: Analog to digical convener.
COM: Analog voltage comparator. LAT: Digicallatch. PR: Precision Rect-
ifier. VGA: Variable cain unpIifier. WPG: Window pulse generator. ZCD:
Zero Crossing Detector)

defmesthe correspondingdata storage fonnat.

The digitizer. shown in Fig. 2. is similar to that reported in
[7-8]. It is connected to a custom 16-bit interface card in the
PC (not shown). The custom interface provides rate
buffering and temporary storage of digitizer data prior to
processing by the PC. The digitizer is under the control of
software running on the PC and consists of two sections: a
timinggeneratorand a two<hannei digitizer.

The timing generator section is based on a phase reference
signal derived £rom the AC excitation source by external
circuilly. A zero<rossing detector generates signals from the
reference signal at both the positive- and negative-going
zero<rossings of the reference signal. The positive-going
zero<lOSsing pulse causes the zerO<lOSsing word to be
transferred to the PC. It also resets the pulse time counter
and biggers variable window pulse generator which generates
a gate for negative PD pulses. The negative-going pulse
likewisebiggers a second window pulse generator to provide
a gate for positive PD pulses. The two window pulses
generators are manually adjusted so that the gates cover the
phase range where positive (negative) pulses are observed.
Note that PD pulses immediately prior to the positive-going

zero<rossing win be stored with the cycle prior to the
crossing; analysis software associates these "late" pulse.
the COITCCtcycle.

The digitizer section is preceded by an analog s gnal
conditioner. The analog conditioner accepts a s of
bipolar PD pulses from a capacitively-coupled preamp Tier
that broadens the pulses to I.S f.IS(half-width). Afi an
initialamplifation. the PD scream is fed to a of
precision rectifaers (half-wave rectifaers implemented with
operational amplifaersand diodes) to break the PD s m
into separate positive and negative pulse streams. FI
amplifICationfollows the rectifaersto -bringthe pulses 'thin
the rang~ of the analog-to-digital (AID) converters. The
digitizer section consists of two identical circuits. 0 for
each pulse polarity. The PD pulse is digitized by an Bit
peak-detecting AID converter that stores the largest put
amplitude detected while it is enabled. The PD pulse are
also fed to a voltage comparator. When the pulse ampl tude
exceeds a user-defmed voltage threshold. the com tor
output becomes active. If the PD pulse falls with' the
window generatedby the pulse generator.the current val of
the pulse time counter is latched. The time counter is cI ked
by a SOOKHz signal. so the phase resolutionof the dig tizer
is 2.4xl0-4 rad (at 60 Hz). After a I JJSdelay to allo the
PD signal to reach its peak value. the AID convert is
deactivated and the resulting amplitude and phase da are
transferred to the PC for recording. The transfer proce is
completed in 2.S JJSfrom the activation of the com tor
output whichdefmes the minimum inter-pulseresolution "me
of the instrument.

ExperimentalConfieuration

The experimental results reported below were obtained rom
an alternating voltage applied to a point-dielectric gap sing
the same epoxy dielectric samples and configuration re ed
in [11-12]. In the case where the pointelectrode touche the
epoxy surface. it was found that the positive PD p lses
eventually ceased due to a PD-induced increase in su ace
conductivity. As shown in Fig. 3. the PD pulse stream was
amplified by a dual~utput preamplifier and proce in
parallel by the PDRS and the Analog Stochastic Ana er
(ASA) described elsewhere [10.13]. The ASA was con

~

r-
ed to simultaneouslygenerate three types of outputs: pos tive
pulse amplitude integrated over one cycle. negative ulse
amplitude integratedover one cycle. and the phase of the fll'St
negative pulse. Each output was digitized using a sep te
Multi-ChannelAnalyzer (MCA) and recordedon disk fiI. on
a personalcomputer.

The ASA was operated for two SO-second periods dUri

~

the
experiment,one immediatelyupon power applicationand one
near the point of positive pulse termination. The PDRS was
used to collect data for eight one-minute periods from wer
applicationuntil two minutes after the positive pulses c
Time intervals of II and 34 seconds separated succe~ive
recordings. Data for each period were stored in a separate
disk file. resultingin 13.1megabytesof binary data fales.
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Ficure 3. Expcrimeal cxxdipntioa lIIodt diap8D. MaleriaI: Epidi8D Type

2 Epoxyt with ~ FiDa'. NeccDe-insul8lOl' disIance: 0 an. Sinuoidal a,.
citation: 3 KV. 400 Hz. (ASA: AnaIoa SIochastic: Analyzer. MCA: MuId.
Cbulel Analyzer)

The ASA outputs were calibrated using the procedure
described in [10]. The PDRS amplitude measurements were
calibrnted using a pulse signal applied to a known capacitor
COMectedin place 0( the point-dielectric gap in Figure 3.
The pulse generator was synchronized to the AC excitation
frequencyand the pulse width was adjusted so that transitions
generating impluses corresponding to positive and negative
PD signals were within the positive and negative gates.
respectively. A digital fde was recorded containing data
records for different calibration pulse amplitudes ranging
from an amplitude that saturated the positive digitizer to a
level that generated only a few counts on the negative
digitizer. The resulting data rde was used to convert the
recordedpulse amplitudes into units of charge (pC).

Custom software executing on a PC was used to analyze the
stored data. In the case of the ASA data fdes. the analysis
consisted of reading the stored MCA histogram data and
using calibration data to convert the histogram index (ie..
horizontal axis) to phase or charge (e.g.. rad or pC). For the
PDRS. more extensive software is needed to read and decode
the digitized data format. calibrate amplitudes and phases.
and perform the required stochastic analysis.

Experimental Results

Figure 4 shows a comparison of data on integrated charge
distributions(Po(a+).Po(Q-» and phase-of-occurrenceof the
first negativepulse (Po(+,» where a+ and a-are the sums 0(
PD pulse amplitudes on the positive and negative cycles.
respectively. As can be seen from Fig. 4. the results
generated by the two analysis approaches are similar. Note
that. due to threshold limits of the ASA. the PDRS results
give data at lower amplitudes as well as for a broader range
of phase angles than the results from the ASA. The large
peak at zero chargeon thepJ,.a+)plot indicates that a signifI-
cant number of cycles with no positive pulses occur during
the rust so secow~ of PD operation. a fact that cannot be
detennined fromthe ASA data. The soun:e of the small peak

tCaIaiD ~ maIcriaIa _ IdcnIified iD ahia popeI'''' opecifJ 8dequakIJ tile
apcrimclltal ptocedure. Such iclcnlific:ocioa IIaCimply. ... -~"'Wt or
cncbscmeaI '" !be NaIiaaoIInItiIute of SIIIDduda8DCITecIIDoIosJ._ it imFI1
!hat!bematcriaIaiclcnlifJed... --n11 tile bat 8ftiWIIe for tilepurpooe.

+ ./ \.. ASA
0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 13 1.4 1.5

Phase (rad I a)

Ficure 4. Compui_ between nonna1izcd PDRS 8IId analas lIodwaic
analyzer data for SO1 afta' power appIic:aIion. 1'1011Ihow positive pube
ialqraacd chuJc. aqllivc pJbc inIqnIcd cfw&e.8IIdpbue«~
of rant necllive pulse. Vertical mowa iDdicaaeASA Ihlahold lClainC.

on the PRDS Po(+.) plot at approximately 0.78 rad I Jt cannot

be explained at thCpresent time.

The same PDRS data can be analyzed for different time
intervals to exb3Ct information about the time dependence 0(
the stochastic behavior The following figures were all
generated by analyzing the same 8 data files using 2O-second
processing windows.

Figures S. 6. and 7 give a time history of the three
distributions shown in Fig. 4. They show the same trends
associated with the aging of epoxy previously reportedusing
ASA data [9.10].
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Additional infonnation about the aging process is provided
by behavior of the mean number (<n.>. <n-» and mean
amplitude (<.q+>, <.q-» of pulses over time as shown in
Figures 8 and 9. 1be vertical bars on these plots give the
maximumand minimum values recorded on any cycle during
the 20-second processing window. The curves correspond to
mean values detennined by averaging the data fromall cycles
dwing the same processing period.

Figure 8 shows that even when the average number of
positive pulses tends towanl zero, some cycles do occur with
one or more pulses. It also shows that during the time when
'positivePD pulses regularly occur. at least one cycle in many
of the processingwindows had no positive pulses.

Figure 9 illustrates one limitation of the current PDRS,
namely its lack of dynamic range. A signifICantnumber of

o
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Time(I)
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Ficure 9. Meen posi~ 8nd negali~ pulse amplilude liSlime. Vertic:allMn
conned maximum 8nd minimum pulse amplilUclcl wilhia 20 I prooc:lling
window.

600

positive and negative processing windows show maximum
amplitudes corresponding to saturation of the NO converter.
Note also that (or every processingperiod there exists at least
one cycle with no pulses above the minimum of the NO
converter. These 8<zero-height"pulses occur when the analog
comparator threshold seuing is below the NO minimum
input level and introduce enors in both the numberof pulses
and average pulse amplitudedata.

Conclusions

We have shown that the PDRS can produce results that
compare (avorably with those of the proven real-time PD
analysis system. Further,' the PDRS provides an ease of
calibration and the ability to make new types of analyses
which IUCimpossible with a real-time system, such as the
distribution in number of PD pulses per cycle. More
importantly.the PDRS can produce archival records of all PD
activity providinga new opportunitynot only to make
multiple analyses of the same segment of data but also to re-
analyze the data in the future in the light of new
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understandingof the PD phenomena or for comparison with
later records from the same apparatus.

The present PDRS design is limited to recording PD pulses
with an impulsive shape with a separation of at least 2.5 J.1S.
It wiD produce inaccurate results for PD streams containing
bursts of closely-spaced pulses [14-15) or pulses with long
"tails" (16). It also requires a PC with a fast processor and
large hard disk to keep up with and store the PD stream.
Fmally, in its current configuration. it lacks sufficient
dynamic range to accurately track PD signals with large
fluctuationsin amplitude while maintainingcalibration.

Areas for Future Work

Additional wodc is planned to further validate the
performanceof the PDRS throughcomparison with the ASA.
The dynamic range limitations will be addressed through the
addition of calibrated. digital gain and threshold settings to
replace the current analog controls and allow the system to
dynamicallytrack signal1evels. FmaUy,the analysis software
is continually being upgraded to take advantage of the new
types of analysis made possible by the PDRS so as to gain
new understandinginto the physics of the PD phenomenaand
move toward the day when reliable computerized life pre-
dictions of high voltage apparatus based on PD signals is a
reality.
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